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How Safe is your business
from a Cyber Attack?

Cyber Defence Partners:

So are you doing enough to combat a Cyber Attack?
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It is said that over half of UK business were affected by a Cyber 
Attack of some kind last year, but it’s not something we brag 
about.  Big data breaches hit the headlines every day, yet the 
rest of us keep our heads down; but for how long, with new 
GDPR legislation and threats of huge fines coming fast?

First, IASME trained Cyber Security 
auditors visit your key locations to 
gain a comprehensive 
understanding of your IT Security 
Policies, processes, staff education 
and physical configuration and most 
importantly, to identify your ability to 
repel Cyber Attacks and comply with 
the new GDPR regulations. 

A comprehensive report is then 
produced highlighting your 
weaknesses and creating your IT 
and GDPR roadmap to Cyber 
Essentials certification.  Once 
certified for Cyber Essentials you are 
then passed to the Insurance 
specialists.  Once insured you have 
an annual review to review your 
GDPR policy and how to combat 
fresh cyber threats as well as having 
access to our library of GDPR and 
cyber defence training 
documentation. 

Our exclusive insurance comes with 
better terms for businesses 
committed to obtaining Cyber 
Essentials certification, protecting 
their businesses against Cyber 
Attack and conducting annual audit 
refreshers. The comprehensive 
insurance is arranged with a 3-year 
agreement, ensuring no increase in 
premiums, if no claims are made. 
Most importantly, in the event of an 
attack, your cover comes with the 
support from ReSecure to get your 
business up and running quickly.

IASME certified IT and cyber security consultants
Specialist Cyber and Commercial Insurance Brokers
Leading Cyber Insurance Provider
Integrated data breach response services
Procurement and business process specialists
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